Posiflex debuts POS tablet, terminal and kiosk at NRF 2017
New kiosk, MT4308 tablet, XT5317 terminal
HAYWARD, Calif. (Jan 10, 2017) -- Posiflex debuts three new retail POS products at the National Retail
Federation (NRF) Big Show 2017 - self service kiosks, patented and award winning tablet and 17"
maximum performance touch terminal.
Posiflex will showcase its new kiosk line for hospitality and retail in the NRF booth #3071 and in KIOSK
Information System's (KIOSK) booth #3805. The new Stellar Kiosk platform is the first joint product
collaboration since the Q3-2016 Posiflex acquisition of KIOSK. This model features several Posiflex
components, including a 21.5” All-in-One PC/LCD providing a minimalist bezel and sophisticated
interface. The enclosure is available as a pedestal or countertop and can be readily customized with
additions of EMV payment devices, multiple printers, scanners, and more.
Tom Weaver, KIOSK CEO, notes “This new model is an outstanding example of combined synergies
between Posiflex and KIOSK. Merging Posiflex’s extensive component design expertise and sourcing
efficiency with KIOSK’s solution design, manufacturing, and support capabilities equates to an
exceptionally competitive total solution. Our teams have co-created a sleek and customizable platform
that addresses the form, features, and price efficiencies retailers are requesting.”
Additional Posiflex product introductions include:


The new MT4308 8" touch screen tablet joins the MT tablet series and adds Corning Gorilla
Glass touch screen for increased durability running Windows 10. A US patent has been issued
on the MT series for engineering innovation by transforming from a tablet to a bar code reader,
then an all-in-one POS. The MT series is ideal for line-busting, inventory management, mobile
payment and customer engagement. The MT Series has won three international design awards.
Delivery soon.



Posiflex adds the new XT5317 to its XT Series of sleek touch screen terminals for retail and
hospitality. The XT5317 is a 17-inch projective capacitive touch terminal with options for three
powerful processors, Powered USB, backup battery, and /or eight-port hub integrated inside the
base for a clutter- free counter.

Stop by our booths (Posiflex - #3071, KIOSK - #3805 ) for a closer look.

About Posiflex
Posiflex since 1989 has provided proven and highly reliable POS terminals to retail and hospitality with
maximum uptime. Posiflex POS purpose built terminals can run virtually any Window's software. Posiflex
designs, engineers and manufactures all its own terminals, tablets and peripherals in Taiwan. For more
information
Posiflex Press Contact: Ron Chan, 510-401-5894, ron.chan@posiflexusa.com, www.posiflexusa.com
About KIOSK Information Systems:
As the Market Leader in Self-service Solutions, KIOSK provides proven expertise in design engineering;
application development, integration, manufacturing, field support, and managed services for even the
most sophisticated self-service platforms. An exceptionally broad portfolio of standard and custom
KIOSK designs are deployed among Top 100 Retailers and Fortune 500 clients in virtually all self-service
vertical markets. www.kiosk.com, 800.509.5471.
KIOSK Press Contact: Cheryl Madeson, 303.661.1648, cmadeson@kiosk.com, www.kiosk.com

The Posiflex MT4308 tablet with 2D scanner pistol grip and
extended-life battery in handle can operate well past an 8-hour
shift with its removable battery for line busting, inventory or
ticket taking. Or the tablet alone is ideal for servers or sales
associates on the go. The tablet, or tablet with the pistol grip can
be docked into a base with 3" printer for full traditional POS
terminal use.

In 2016, Posiflex acquired KIOSK to combine superior kiosk design with
highly durable Posiflex transaction components. The Stellar series is
available as a free standing or countertop. The enclosure can be
customized as needed and is ADA compliant for self-service access to all
your customers.

